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Booking 2 Stack 

Demo:  https://demossl.yuzoolthemes.com/booking2/ 
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Overall Help 
See these videos for a run through:
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General & Field Settings 
These should be straight forward. In the initial 
setup, Rapidweaver may display a duplicate file 
error (index.html and index.php).  In that case, 
please delete the index.html for all its contents have 
been migrated into the index.php file.  Options for 
setting up the Booking Stack:


Data Name 
Name of CSV file. Longer and more random the 
better.


Password 
Password to view the online saved data.


Calendar Width 
Width of the date and time picker fields 
 

Redirect on Success 
If wanting to redirect to a thank you page or 
Checkout page for payment (with Checkout Stack), 
enable this and select the page.


TROUBLESHOOTING SETTINGS


Calendar not working 
Only needed if calendar not appearing.  This may occur if a theme is used that may conflict with the 
calendar code within the booking stack.


BOOKING SETTINGS


Name, Email, Other, Date and Time Fields 
This is the Placeholder text for the form.
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Enable Optional Field 
Enable a third text field if you want to collect more information (i.e. phone number, notes, etc…)


Enable Start Date 
Uncheck if start date is not needed.  Only time field is displayed.


Enable End Date 
Uncheck if end date and time is not needed.


BOOK SETTINGS - DATE OPTIONS


Disable Days of Week 
Disable days of week where booking cannot be 
selected.


Disable Specific Dates 
Disable specific dates within the calendar.


For example, selecting Sunday and Saturdays, and two specific dates within the month of 
September 2020 will produce the following:
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The content within the dibbled dates is: ‘9/15/2020’,’9/23/2020’        ——-> be careful of the parts in 
pink.  Add as many dates as needed. The format needs to be the same as the date format in the 
translate settings (default is d/m/yyyy).  Note that in the default format, all four digits of the year is 
needed.  If the disabled date(s) is not in the proper format or is missing the separating marks, the 
calendar will NOT display. 


BOOK SETTINGS - TIME OPTIONS


Show Duration 
Allow the time duration of appointment slots to be 
shown. e.g.  “1:00pm (20 minutes)”. It will display 
the part in italic.


Time Interval 
What interval in minutes to allow for appointment 
selection (1-60).


Enable MinMax Time 
Add a Start and End time for the booking 
selection so only times when you are open/
available can be selected. Make sure to follow the 
format 11:00am or 4:30pm to not create any 
errors in the Stack.


Enable Booked Times 
Add the times that have been booked and republish your project to hide them from the appointment 
selection. Make sure to follow the format to avoid errors in the Stack: 

['1.15pm', '2.30pm'], ['3.30pm', ‘5:16pm’]        ——-> be careful of the parts in pink. Please follow 
that layout and add as many times as you want. The Start time is red and End time is blue.


BOOK SETTINGS - SLOT OPTIONS




Enable Slot Count 
Sets the maximum number of bookings 
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allowed per date and time slot.  Default is disabled which means all bookings regardless of date and 
time are accepted.  If enabled, the maximum slot is defaulted to one which is the current operational 
mode of the original Booking stack.   A future upgrade may provide the capability to specify different 
maximum slots per unique pairs of date and time.


Translate Settings 


These should be straight forward. Options for setting up 
the Button Stack:


Submit 
Submit text


Thanks message 
Message for after submission


Sorry exists 
Message for that booking already exists


Sorry booked 
Message for that time / date slot already booked


Deleted  
Message for after deleting from the admin


Delete return 
Return text after deleting in the admin


Edit title 
Title of edit page


Delete button 
Delete button on the edit page


Export CSV 
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Export CSV call to action on the edit page


Password CTA 
Text for the login button


Password hint 
Placeholder text for the password on the login page


Date To 
Change the “to” text or delete it


Date Format 
Format the calendar date. Popular ones:


d/m/yyyy

m/d/yyyy

yyyy/m/d
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Other Things 

Edit page 
The edit page you can add to a document, bookmark or create a button on the site to link to it. 
Nobody can access without the password.


To find the link, you will need to see the exported files on your desktop or after RapidWeaver has 
published to the server.


You’re looking for “xxxx_edit.php”. In the case of our demo, it’s “stacks_in_2_page0_edit.php”. Link 
to that file!
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After logging in with the admin password you set in the Stack, you can Delete or Export the entries 
and use the data in Excel, Google Docs or import emails into Mailchimp / Campaign Monitor. When 
importing make sure to select “full name”.
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Google reCAPTCHA 
To add reCAPTCHA to make your Booking form safe from robots you need to enable this in the 
Stack and paste in your Free Google reCAPTCHA API key.


1.  Sign up here: https://www.google.com/recaptcha


2. Add a new key, select reCAPTCHA V2 and add in your domain where you will publish your site.

3. Copy and paste the Site Key into the Stack and publish!
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That’s all folks! 
Hope you like it and happy weaving!
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